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Abstract—In this paper, we aim at protecting the privacy of the communicating parties while ensuring the authenticity of source nodes. In particular, we exploit intra-flow network coding to preserve the anonymity of communicating parties. Towards this objective, we propose an anonymity preservation scheme, namely closed group anonymity (CGA) that preserves the anonymity of the communicating parties via mixing their flows. Afterwards, we explore an instance of the Authentication-Privacy Trade-off in the context of Network Coding. We analyze the trade-off with the aid of the proposed anonymity scheme and a previously proposed Source Authentication Scheme using Network Coding (SANC). We present simulation results showing that the proposed algorithm successfully leverages network coding to preserve anonymity against traffic analysis attacks. Finally, we not only confirm the fundamental authentication-privacy trade-off in the context of intra-flow network coding but also parameterize it via introducing a tunable parameter to dynamically control, and potentially balance, this trade-off depending on the security provisions dictated by the operational scenario and application of interest. Keywords—Linear network coding, flow anonymity, privacy, traffic analysis attack, simulations



I.



I NTRODUCTION



Privacy remains a daunting challenge in communication networks in general and in mobile networks, in particular. Users tend to avoid security solutions that compromise their privacy. For example, security schemes that expose user identity or location are considered impractical. On the other hand, users are willing to communicate only with trusted parties. For instance, in vehicular networks, Parno et al. [8] argue that users are unlikely to adopt systems that require them to relinquish their anonymity. Thus, drivers turn down solutions that expose the vehicle’s permanent identity even if these solutions protect them from sybil or other spoofing attacks. Solutions to the privacy problem, in general, aim at hiding or securing the accompanied metadata. We can classify the privacy problems into three different categories; source identification [9], anonymity preservation[11] and traffic analysis [10]. In the source identification problem, the objective is to hide the source identity. On the other hand, anonymity targets hiding the flows, i.e. source-destination pairs, which is the target of this paper. In the traffic analysis problem, we aim at hiding the metadata embedded in the packet such as traffic shape and size. Network coding (NC) is a promising networking concept that was originally proposed by Ahlswede et al. [1] and aims at enhancing the network throughput [3], [4] and reliability [5]. Linear Network Coding (LNC), proposed in [2], is a popular class of network coding schemes whereby packets are Tamer ElBatt is also affiliated with the EECE Dept., Faculty of Engineering, Cairo University. This work was funded in part by a research grant from c 2013 IEEE General Motors Company. 978-1-4673-2480-9/13/$31.00 !
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linearly mixed using coefficients that belong to a finite (Galois) field. LNC exhibits inherent security as well as throughput and reliability merits. For instance, networks that use LNC are resilient to timing cryptanalysis attacks thanks to the random delays introduced at each node [20]. These delays arise due to mixing different number of packets. In this paper, we focus on preserving flow anonymity in the context of multi-flow network coding. Authentication, by nature, is the first step towards achieving trust. Thus, the authentication-privacy trade-off constitutes a major hurdle especially in networks which involve mobility such as mobile and body area networks. Assuming LNC is already in use in the network under consideration, for its own merits, our prime objective is to answer the following key questions: 1) 2) 3)



Can we leverage network coding in order to provide privacy provisions, in particular, flow anonymity? What are the implications of using network coding on the authentication-privacy trade-off? Can we parameterize the trade-off and tunable parameter(s) that couple privacy and authentication to balance the trade-off?



Our contribution in this paper is three-fold. First, we propose anonymous multi-flow communications based on a novel use of intra-flow linear network coding to challenge passive adversaries. Second, we analyze the fundamental authenticationprivacy trade-off, in the context of network coding, with the aid of the proposed closed group anonymity scheme (CGA). Finally, we carry out extensive simulations that demonstrate the merits of the proposed anonymity preservation scheme leveraging network coding for anonymity. We allow mixing multiple flows together via sharing the Global Encoding Vector (GEV) [2] among them. Basically, we leverage intra-flow network coding to prevent the adversary from tracing the flow identifier (F ID) which exposes the source-destination pairs. Hiding communicating parties is of paramount importance in a variety of scenarios, e.g., military operations. This work complements our earlier work on source authentication using network coding (SANC) [6], towards the ultimate objective of balancing the authenticationprivacy trade-off. Authentication, by nature, is the first step towards achieving trust. Thus, the authentication-privacy tradeoff constitutes a major hurdle especially in networks which involve mobility such as mobile and vehicular ad hoc networks. SANC provides a simple scheme that embeds authentication information into the GEV of linear network coding. It preserves the structure of the GEV necessary for the destination to authenticate the source. On the other hand, CGA hides the identity of the source-destination pair by hiding their flow identifier inside the GEV. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss related work. In Section III, we present the system and attack models. Section IV introduces the network coding based flow anonymity scheme. In Section V, we show CGA potential to resist attacks. Afterwards, we give a brief



background on SANC scheme, instrumental for analyzing the authentication-privacy trade-off in the context of network coding. Finally, conclusions are drawn and potential directions for future research are pointed out in Section VI.



II.



R ELATED W ORK



The problem of flow anonymity has received considerable attention in the literature. The body of work on flow anonymity can be classified into three main groups: Proxy based [15], Onion based [13], [14] and Mixed based [16]. Unfortunately, these schemes require extensive computations and memory requirements that do not fit limited-resource devices encountered, for instance, in hand-held and mobile platforms, e.g., body sensor networks. In [19], the authors discuss the challenges facing onion routing techniques in a network coding environment. Hence, they proposed an anonymity scheme, namly ANOC, that overcomes the limitations of classical onion routing techniques. ANOC is a complex scheme that requires the intermediate nodes to cooperate. On the other hand, CGA is designed from scratch in order to preserve flow anonymity property in networks that rely on network coding to increase throughput. Thus, CGA is a anonymity scheme that relies only on the end nodes with no involvement of intermediate nodes. On the other hand, few papers attempted to make use of network coding to provide anonymity [9], [11], [12], [17]. In [11], the authors propose a linear network coding mechanism (ALNCode) to support flow anonymity. ALNCode produces obfuscated GEVs at intermediate nodes which are linearly correlated to the other flows. The underlying idea is to prevent the attacker from identifying the flow that the packet actually belongs to. ALNCode has two limitations. First, it was proposed for unicast flows. Second, it requires intermediate nodes to perform local encoding matrix computations by carrying out Gaussian elimination in addition to computationallyexpensive matrix operations. In [12], the authors propose an anonymous routing technique called C-Mix scheme. C-Mix is inspired by network coding and by the characteristics of polynomial interpolations. They explore and propose their routing scheme under various attacks models. Unlike [12], we assume that an anonymous routing scheme exists. We leverage network coding to provide anonymity of the communicating parties throughout the packet forwarding process. In [18], the authors propose a security model that addresses the integrity of multi-source mixing to resist pollution attacks. Intermediate nodes mix legitimate and illegitimate data together which, in turn, destroys the network traffic. They propound a signature mechanism that provides data integrity for the packet mixed by intermediate routers from different sources. In this paper, although we are interested in mixing multiple flows (multi-source), we consider only passive attacks that deal with an adversary that has no incentive to destroy the network traffic. Hence, pollution attacks are out of the scope of this work. We introduce closed group anonymity (CGA) that aims at preserving the anonymity of the communicating nodes taking into consideration the scarce resources of wireless networks. Although it may be used independently, CGA can be viewed as complementary to [6] in an attempt to support source authentication while preserving flow anonymity.



Fig. 1: Two-flow multicast scenario.



III.



SYSTEM AND ATTACK MODELS



A. System Model A wireless network is modeled as an undirected graph with multiple sources, S, and destinations, D. As shown in Fig. 1, we are interested in multicast flows where source nodes S1 and S2 wish to send packets to the multicast group D1 , D2 . We use linear network coding in order to achieve the multicast capacity of the network according to the Max-FlowMin-Cut theorem [1]. Thus, intermediate nodes process and forward received packets as opposed to the legacy store-andforward paradigm. Assuming an anonymous routing algorithm in place, intermediate nodes use the built forwarding tables to forward packets to the next hop. Similar to [21], we assume opportunistic networking. i.e. intermediate nodes do not wait for packets, they only code packets together when an opportunity arises. We consider intra-flow network coding whereby intermediate nodes mix packets that belong to a single flow. Flow i is defined as the sequence of packets sent from a source node, si ∈ S, to a group of Destinations, Di , where Di is a subset of D, such that, Di ⊂ D, ∀i. Each flow is uniquely identified by a flow ID, F ID. The flow ID is necessary for intermediate nodes to mix packets that belong to the same flow. For instance, in Fig. 1, intermediate node, I1 , receives packets from different flows; Flow 1 and Flow 2. Due to opportunistic networking, I1 coding opportunities from the same flow is minimal. On the other hand, intermediate node I4 have more opportunities to mix packets belonging to the same flow. In this paper, we allow intermediate nodes to mix packets that belong to different flows together by creating one big ”aggregated” flow. In essence, we create the illusion that intermediate nodes mix packets from only one flow. However in fact, they mix packets that belong to different flows. The aggregate flow trick eliminates any further modifications to the adopted intra-flow network coding framework. In order to preserve anonymity, the source node holds two keys; a confidentiality key and an authentication key. The confidentiality key is used for packet header encryption while the authentication key is used for the source node authentication at the destination. B. Attack Model In this paper, we assume the existence of a global adversary who is capable of sniffing all network links. In addition, we consider an outsider attacker that does not participate in the routing process and is unaware of secret information, namely the confidentiality and authentication keys. The global adversary performs passive attacks in order to identify the source and destinations pairs. As mentioned earlier, intra-flow network coding uses an identifier, F ID, that uniquely identifies a flow and allows intermediate nodes to differentiate between different flows. Hence, an adversary



Fig. 2: A five nodes, two groups scenario for analyzing the flow anonymity problem.



tracks down a certain F ID forward to identify the destination group and backward to identify the source node. We consider two traffic analysis attacks that can be used, separately or jointly, in order to determine the communication parties in wireless adhoc networks, namely, flow identification traffic analysis and aggregate route traffic analysis. Under the former attack, the adversary analyzes the gathered packets to extract perpetual information that uniquely identifies a flow. Afterwards, the adversary tracks the perpetual information forward to recognize the destinations and backward to recognize the source node. In the case of intra-flow network coding, the flow perpetual information is called a flow identifier. Thus, intra-flow network coding is vulnerable to flow identification traffic analysis. It is worth mentioning that mixing flows in the presence of flow identification traffic analysis makes it difficult to extract perpetual information. In essence, the flow identifier is embedded in the GEV header so that the intermediate nodes mix packets from different flows. Therefore, the flow identifier is concealed. On the other hand, the idea behind aggregate route traffic analysis is to anatomize the network for the sake of determining the amount of traffic reaching every node (overall sink traffic). Also, the adversary observes the traffic originated from each source node (overall source traffic). By comparing source and sink traffic, the adversary guesses the number of flows originating or ending up at a certain node. We assume that the source or destination nodes refuse to camouflage by generating false traffic. This is a realistic assumption since each node tends to preserve its resources, i.e. battery and computational resources. For instance, consider the scenario illustrated in Fig. 2 with three unicast flows, namely (S1 , D1 ), (S2 , D2 ), (S3 , D1 ). The adversary concludes the presence of three unicast flows by observing the originated traffic headers as well as overall source traffic of 3µ. Furthermore, the first destination participates in two flows. Although the adversary does not have exact information, he/she rapidly decreases his/her search space. Combining mitigation schemes against both types of traffic analysis attacks increases the probability of correctly detecting the communication parties. IV.



NC



BASED



A NONYMITY P RESERVATION



The basic idea underlying network coding based anonymity preservation is to aggrandize the uncertainty to the adversary by allowing the mixing of multiple packets flows. From a conceptual point of view, we can look at the network as carrying a single flow via mixing all flows together. An aggregate source exists where all source flows belong to as well as an aggregate destination group aggregates all destinations of all flows. Therefore, intermediate nodes mix packets together blindly without the need for a flow identifier. In essence, we hide the identity of the flow inside the global encoding vectors (GEV) since each source manipulates a portion of coefficients then pads zeros into the rest. Thereby, the previous combination uniquely specifies the flow identity. To clarify the process of hiding the flow identity, consider a



wireless network with only two flows, f1 and f2 . Assume that each flow has two non-zero coefficients. Therefore, the GEV headers is given by [αf11 αf21 0 0 ] and [0 0 αf12 αf22 ], where the notation αfab represents the coefficient a that belongs to flow b. Thus, the pattern of zeros inside the GEV bears the flow ID information, which is hidden, and further scrambled by the packet mixing process of LNC at intermediate for anonymity. It is worth mentioning that the GEV is encrypted with homomorphic encryption so as to prevent the attacker from early decoding [6]. From a scalability point of view, infinite number of flows means infinite packet header size since each flow will require at least one coefficient. Therefore, the header will consists of infinite number of coefficients which is impractical. Hence, we introduce the notion of user groups with finite number of sessions (flows) where the number of flows per group is finite. In the next subsection, we propose an anonymity scheme that utilizes inter-flow along with intra-flow network coding, namely Closed Group Anonymity (CGA). In CGA, we assume that the packet header allows up to, n, global encoding coefficients. Closed Group Anonymity (CGA) CGA leverages network coding packet mixing along with concealing multiple flow identity information inside a GEV. Intermediate nodes mixes packets from different flows blindly as intra-flow network coding case. Under closed group anonymity, only a given, fixed set of flows are mixed together. CGA consists of two phases; group setup phase and data forwarding phase. Algorithm 1 briefly summarizes how the CGA anonymity scheme works. Next, we explain each phase in details. Group setup phase: Each flow subscribes in one, or more, group. Without loss of generality, we assume the existence of an anonymous routing scheme that handles the group subscription process. This anonymity scheme is referred to as closed group since it does not permit flows to join, or leave, the groups after the setup phase. Packet Header: The packet header consists of the group identifier, GID, that allows the source and intermediate nodes to identify a certain group. In a pre-defined group, each flow gets an equal share of non-zero GEV coefficients since the total number of the GEV coefficients is fixed. For instance, if the number of coefficients in the global encoding vector is 512 and we have eight flows per group, then each flow gets 64 non-zero coefficients. The position of the non-zero coefficients in the GEV header uniquely identify a flow. Furthermore, encrypting the header afterwards conceals the flow identifier. To sum up, we hide the anonymity of a group of flows by hiding their identifiers inside the encrypted GEV. Thus, the adversary can’t trace a stream of packets from a specific source to a group of destinations, since packets that belongs to a certain group will be partaken by different sources, intermediate nodes and destinations. Since the number of global encoding coefficients is constant, n, we allow maximum number of flows to share a certain group. Thus, each flow holds a fixed number of coefficients that are fixed in order as well. Data forwarding phase: In the forwarding phase, each source node encodes its packets in the subscribed groups through choosing local encoding coefficients, α ¯ F IDf . The local encoding vector for flow f consists of k encoding coefficients, that is,, ! " α ¯F IDf = αF IDf (1) · · · αF IDf (k) (1)



Afterwards, the source node places the encoding coefficients of that user in its order in the header and set the value of the remaining coefficients to zero. Assume that [GID||h|e] represents the whole packet structure such that GID is the group identifier, h is the packet header and e is the encoded message. For a given GID, we simplify the notation of the packet by dropping the GID , that is, consider [h|e] as the portion of the packet under focus. Thus, LNC mixes the packets as follows,



Algorithm 1: Closed Group Anonymity Scheme. For each flow, f , the source node randomly chooses an identifier, F IDf . In the routing phase, each source subscribes in one group or more. Each group has a unique identifier. During the forwarding phase, source nodes encode packets in the subscribed groups. Afterwards, the source node places local encoding coefficients in its order on the header then forward the packet to the neighbors. Intermediate nodes mix packets that belong to the same group together. The destination decodes after receiving n linearly independent packets.
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where k is the number of coefficients assigned to a certain flow, pF IDf (j) is the j th packet belonging to flow, F IDf and m is the message encoded before embedding in the payload e. Next, the source node forward packets to its neighbors such that, [h|e] equals,



[h|e] = [0 · · · α ¯F IDf · · · 0|



n #



(a) Grid Topology
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where n is the maximum number of coefficients in the header and n/k is the number of flows in a group. Eq. (2) represents the linear combination of the k coefficient along with n − k zero coefficients and the message. Now, the flow identifier is the position of the k coefficients Next, an intermediate node chooses the local encoding ¯ randomly. β¯ is a two dimensional matrix ( n × k), vector, β, k that is equivalent to choosing nk local encoding vectors each of length k. Thereafter, the intermediate node blindly mixes packets that belong to the same group together as follows, i i [h! |e! ] = [β¯GID (1)¯ αF ID1 · · · β¯GID (m)¯ αF IDn/k |e! ]



where e! equals, e! =



n/k k # #



i βGID (f, j)αF IDf (j)pF IDf (j)



f =1 j=1



and i is the index of the ith intermediate node and the local encoding vector for flow f which is given by i i i β¯GID (f ) = [βGID (f, 1) · · · β¯GID (f, k)].



Finally, each destination node decodes the incoming packets after collecting n linearly independent packets.   ! −1  h1 p¯F ID1 .  =  ..    .. . p¯F IDm h!m 



 e!1 ..  . e!m



where p¯F IDl represent the vector of packets that belong to flow, l. Closed group anonymity works efficiently when the network is quasi-static. The reason for this is that the setup phase takes time to converge which may not work fine for a network



(b) Random Topology



Fig. 3: Simulation Topologies (Red nodes are sender, Blue nodes are destinations, else intermediate nodes)



with high dynamics, i.e. nodes rapidly join and leave the network. For this reason, we leave other anonymity schemes that allow nodes to join/leave the network on the fly for future work. More importantly, CGA permits inter-flow network coding (mix different flows) to take place. CGA creates the illusion that only one intra-flow exists. The idea behind constructing one intra-flow shared between multiple sources/destinations/intermediate nodes is that the adversary perceives all the network traffic as a single stream of packets. Thus, it is harder to determine the source and destination(s) of the actual networks flows. Moreover, the intra-flow network coding remains intact. Similar to typical network coding, intermediate nodes generate local encoding coefficients and blindly mix packets from different flows together as in intraflow network coding. Destinations decode incoming packets by creating an invertible decoding matrix. In the next section, we discuss the ability of the proposed closed group anonymity scheme to provide anonymity as well as demonstrating the merits of CGA through carrying out analysis and extensive simulations. V.



A NALYSIS



AND



S IMULATION R ESULTS



In this section, we attest, quantitatively, the throughput performance and security merits of the proposed mixing strategy. First, we begin with introducing the probability of correctly guessing the communication parties, i.e. baseline. Second, we demonstrate, through simulations, the security of flow mixing against traffic analysis attacks. Finally, we investigate the authentication-privacy trade-off. A. Simulation Setup We demonstrate the anonymity provisions of flow mixing in addition to its throughput performance with the aid of extensive simulations built using our simulator in C++. We simulate a network with stationary nodes deployed in a square area. We study, both, grid and random topologies as illustrated



TABLE I: Simulation Parameters Simulation Parameter Network size (nodes) Header size (coefficients) Number of flows Field size Packet size(bytes) # of flows per source Simulation time (seconds)



Value 10, 50, 100 64, 128, 256 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 GF (210 ) 256 1 1000



in Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively. The transmission range of a node is set such that the immediate horizontal and vertical neighbors of a node are the only direct neighbors, in case of the grid topology. Neighbors fall in a radius of 10 meters, in case of random topology. The source nodes generate constant bit rate (CBR) traffic at a rate of 25 messages per second. Source and destinations pairs are randomly chosen. A global adversary exists who is capable of sniffing all network links. The simulation results are averaged over 50 run per topology. Table I summarizes the simulation parameters. B. Baseline In this section, we introduce a baseline, the probability of correctly detecting the communication pairs (i.e. the flow), denoted pd . We compare CGA against the baseline to show that employing CGA achieves a comparable anonymity to random guessing. As mentioned earlier, increasing the uncertainty to the adversary is our prime goal. Mixing different flows together reduce the probability of correctly the flow identifier. Assuming |D| destination nodes and |S| source nodes, we have Z possible combinations of source and destination(s) pairs where Z is given by,



Z = |S|



) |D| ( # |D| i=1



i



(3)



Thus, the probability of correctly guessing the communication parties, pd , blindly without any given information is given by, pd = 1/Z



(4)



Mixing large number of flows together increases the number of source and destinations nodes. Consequently this leads to increasing the number of possibilities, Z. When Z tends to infinity, the probability of correctly guessing the communication pairs vanishes (pd → 0). For instance, consider a network with 10 flows. Each flow possesses one source and one destination node only. Thus, |D| = 10 and |S| = |10|. Therefore, the number of possible combinations according to Eq. 3 is given by Z = 10230. As a result, the probability of correctly guessing the communication parties tends to zero that is, pd = 9.775 × 10−5 . C. Performance Results In this section, we demonstrate, through simulations, how can CGA flow mixing survive traffic analysis attacks. Furthermore, we show the throughput performance of network coding as part of CGA. We carry out the simulation for different numbers of groups that range from one up to four groups. Each group allows maximum number of flows.



Fig. 4 shows the security performance of the closed group anonymity scheme. In this figure, we plot the probability of successful flow identification attack, pd , against the number of flows We compare pd for two extreme cases, namely a blind attacker with no information who is trying to correctly guess the flow and a sophisticated traffic analysis attacker, as described in Section III-B. The probability of correctly guessing flow communication parties is considered the worst case scenario (lower bound) from the adversary’s point of view. In spite of being more intelligent, traffic analysis attack almost converges to the lower bound for large number of flows. This shows the strength and merits of the proposed CGA scheme in leveraging intra-flow network coding for flow anonymity preservation. We demonstrate in Fig. 5 that mixing the flows does not degrade the throughput of network coding. In fact, we compare the throughput, in average number of messages per flow, of plain intra-flow network coding versus the closed group anonymity scheme for various number of flows. It is evident that the overall throughput slightly degrades with a factor that ranges from 2% to 5%. In 4 and 5, we show the results for the grid topology whereas the random topology results turn out to be the same. D. The Authentication-Privacy Trade-off Authentication is an essential pre-step to establish a secure communication. As mentioned earlier, CGA is a complementary scheme to SANC [6]. In this section, we investigate the implications of having both schemes co-operating in the same network. SANC is a source authentication scheme that leverages linear network coding Global Encoding Vectors (GEVs) to embed the authentication information. In a nutshell, SANC controls the last bit of every encoding coefficient to match the corresponding bit in the authentication key. By encrypting the GEVs at the source node using homomorphic encryption, SANC protects the authentication key from being exposed to adversaries. In addition, intermediates nodes do not decrypt the GEV header since they can blindly perform intra-flow packet encoding. As shown in [6], SANC provides source authentication provisions at the network layer and exhibits low computational overhead. According to CGA, mixing network coding flows allows intermediate nodes to mix packets that belong to different flows. Although network coding flow mixing causes more confusion to the adversary, it affects the flow’s share of the number of coefficients in the Global Encoding Vector (GEV) header. According to SANC [6], the authentication information is embedded into the Global Encoding Vector. Thus, for large number of flows more confusion will be guaranteed at the expense of the strength of authentication. For n coefficients and η flows, k coefficients are allocated to each flow, that is, k = n/η



(5)



For fixed n, increasing the number of flows sharing a group is inversely proportional to the number of coefficients allocated to each flow. Hence, achieving better anonymity will be at the expense of weaker authentication. For instance, if η = n then k = 1 thus only one authentication bit will be used for each flow. Also, decreasing η implies increasing k and, hence, stronger authentication. Thus, we achieve strong authentication and weak anonymity provisions. For instance, if η = 1 then k = n which is equivalent to the SANC authentication scheme without any anonymity introduced. In
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essence, we parameterize the trade-off with the aid of k, number of GEV coefficients allocated to each flow, to tune the system depending on the strictness of the authentication vs. anonymity requirements of the system in question. Fig. 6 revisits SANC performance under impersonation attacks after integration with CGA. This is done in order to illustrate the authentication scheme performance under the influence of sharing the global encoding vector by more than one flow. For 64 global encoding coefficients, the figure shows that if the number of flows sharing a group exceeds eight, then SANC is vulnerable to impersonation attacks which agrees with the previous analysis since the authentication key length shrinks to less than eight bits. In case of multiple adversaries, the attack strength is greater. Hence, the number of flows that share a certain group becomes smaller. The same results hold for 128 and 256 global encoding coefficients. In Fig. 7, we characterize the trade-off between authentication and anonymity by comparing the probability of successful impersonation attack against the probability of successful flow identification. In this figure, we fix the maximum number of global encoding vector coefficients, n, to 64 as well as 50 node network. For instance, for eight flows, the authentication key length per flow is also eight. The probability of successful impersonation attack, in this case, is 10−6 while the probability of flow identification turns out to be 0.0015. Thus, increasing the number of flows decreases the probability of successful traffic analysis attacks while increasing the probability of successful impersonation attack which leads to the deterioration of the authentication and vice versa. VI.



C ONCLUSION



In this paper, we introduced a novel approach for leveraging network coding to provide communication parties anonymity by allowing multiple flows mixing. In particular, we proposed a novel closed group anonymity scheme leveraging intra-flow network coding; closed group anonymity (CGA). By carrying out analysis and simulations, we showed that CGA exhibits high resilience to flow identification attacks with slight throughput degradation that ranges from 2% to 5%. For a large number of flows, CGA is also resilient to more intelligent attacks, namely traffic analysis. Moreover, we studied a fundamental trade-off between authentication and privacy in the context of network coding. We characterized the trade-off between our previously proposed SANC authentication scheme and the flow mixing mechanism as part of the proposed CGA algorithm and introduced a parameter that dynamically governs the trade-off depending on the scenario and application security requirements. This work could be extended along multiple directions, e.g., introduce alternative flow mixing schemes and propose anonymous key management schemes and routing algorithms.
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